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Dynamical properties of random charge fluctuations in a dusty plasma
with different charging mechanisms

S. A. Khrapak, A. P. Nefedov, O. F. Petrov, and O. S. Vaulina
High Energy Density Research Center, Russian Academy of Sciences, Izhorskaya 13/19, 127412 Moscow, Russia

~Received 19 June 1998!

A dust particle in a plasma acquires electric charge by collecting electrons and ions, and sometimes by
emitting electrons. The charging currents consist of discrete charges, causing the charge to fluctuate around an
equilibrium value. We developed a model yielding a general expression for the charge fluctuations’ temporal
autocorrelation function. Both the magnitude and characteristic time of fluctuations can be obtained, knowing
the specific form of charging currents. Numerical results are presented for different charging mechanisms,
including charging by thermionic and photoelectric emission. It is shown that for all charging mechanisms the
amplitude of fluctuations varies asDZ5aA^uZu&, where^Z& is the equilibrium dust grain charge in units of
electron charges.@S1063-651X~99!09004-2#

PACS number~s!: 52.25.2b, 52.30.2q, 64.70.2p
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I. INTRODUCTION

A dust particle immersed in a plasma acquires elec
charge by collecting electrons and ions from plasma,
sometimes by emitting electrons. The most important em
sion processes are thermionic emission, secondary elec
emission, and photoelectric emission@1#. When an equilib-
rium charge has been attained by the dust grains, a d
plasma often can be regarded simply as a multispecie pla
with a constant grain charge. This treatment is useful in so
cases. In general, however, an important distinctive fea
of a dusty plasma is grain-charge fluctuation. Consequen
the dust electric charge becomes a time-dependent qua
and must be treated as a new dynamical variable.

The charge on a grain can fluctuate for two reasons. O
cause is the turbulence or other spatial and temporal va
tions in the surrounding plasma properties~electron and ion
temperatures and densities, current, etc.!. Collective effects
due to charge-fluctuation dynamics in a dusty plasma w
investigated in Refs.@2,3#. Another cause of charge fluctua
tions is the discrete nature of the charge carriers. Electr
and ions are absorbed at or emitted by the grain surfac
random times. For this reason, the charge fluctuates, eve
a steady-state uniform plasma. The latter fluctuations, su
imposed onto the equilibrium charge, are random, unlike
coherent fluctuations caused for the first reason.

The behavior of dust particles with fluctuating charg
could be significantly different from what would be observ
on the basis of the equilibrium charge alone. For exam
fluctuations can alter the dust motion even in a plasma w
constant electromagnetic fields, because both the ele
static force and the Lorentz force will fluctuate as the cha
fluctuates. In so-called dust crystals, charge fluctuations
to a fluctuating intergrain potential that would have an eff
similar to the random motion, in addition to the thermal on
For this reason, crystal formation might be inhibited to
certain degree by charge fluctuations. Including the emiss
processes can lead to charge fluctuations between pos
and negative values. This would tend to promote gr
growth by coagulation. The role of these effects depends
PRE 591063-651X/99/59~5!/6017~6!/$15.00
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the magnitude and characteristic time of charge fluctuatio
which must be determined.

Some studies appeared in recent years that addressed
ous aspects of charge fluctuations that arise from the ran
nature of the charging process in plasmas. Morfill, Grun, a
Johnson@4# assumed that the number of charges residing
a dust grain varies randomly according to Poisson statis
giving

DZ5A^uZu&. ~1!

Goree and co-workers@1,5# developed a numerical simula
tion yielding a time series for the grain charge in a plasma
the absence of emission processes. The main result of
work is that the rms level of fluctuations is

DZ50.5A^uZu& ~2!

for a wide range of plasma and grain parameters, provi
that ^uZu&@1. Matsoukas and co-workers@6,7# presented an
analytical model of stochastic charge fluctuations of d
particles surrounded by a stationary undisturbed plas
This model can be used to quantify the static properties
charge fluctuations, e.g., charge distribution and the am
tude of fluctuations. Results were obtained for both Ma
wellian and non-Maxwellian electrons as well as for cha
ing by an ion wind@7#, but emission processes were al
excluded.

In this paper a model which involves the discrete nat
of the charge carriers is developed to study random cha
fluctuations, particularly their dynamical behavior. We d
velop a general expression for the charge fluctuations’ te
poral autocorrelation function~TAF! providing both the
magnitude and characteristic time of fluctuations~the TAF,
for example, can be very useful in numerical modeling
dusty plasma with fluctuating particle charge!. Some analyti-
cal results for different charging conditions~including emis-
sion processes! are presented. Results of our model are co
pared with numerical simulations@5#, and with a theoretical
model @7# in the situation when emission processes are
important.
6017 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

We consider a particle with an instantaneous chargeZ.
Two assumptions will be used further for simplicity: the fir
is that all negative charges are carried by electrons; the
ond is that all positive ions~if they exist! are singly charged
Under these assumptions the charge dynamics equatio
given by

dZ

dt
5I 5( I 12I 2, ~3!

where(I 1 is the sum of all currents charging a dust partic
positively ~a collection of ions from the plasma and electr
emission currents!, and I 2 is the current charging a dus
particle negatively ~a collection of electrons from the
plasma!. The steady-state~equilibrium! charge^Z& is deter-
mined by equating the right hand side of Eq.~3! to zero, so
that opposing currents are balanced. Due to charge fluc
tions, the charge of a dust grain will be a time-depend
variable. Considering small fluctuations from the equilibriu
charge, we introduceZ(t)5^Z&1dZ(t), where u^Z&u
@udZ(t)u, and rewrite Eq.~3! in the form~retaining terms up
to first order!

ddZ

dt
5F ]I

]ZU
z5^z&

GdZ52bdZ, ~4!

where the termbdZ (b.0) acts as a restoring force th
tends to bring the charge to the equilibrium value determi
by the conditionI 50. The charging current was treated he
as if it was continuous in time. This continuous chargi
model provides information about the equilibrium char
and decay rate of small deviations of a grain charge from
equilibrium. We will now extend the continuous chargin
model to include the effect of discrete charges.

Let us consider the collection or emission of a single d
crete charge~electron or ion!. The sequences in which elec
trons and ions arrive at the grain surface, or electrons
emitted by the surface, are random. The time intervals
tween the successive acts of absorption or emission are
random variables. That is why the grain charge can fluctu
To describe this process, we rewrite the charge dynam
equation~4!, introducing a term. This term is responsible f
the fluctuations in both directions around the equilibriu
charge,

ddZ

dt
1bdZ5F~ t !, ~5!

whereF(t) is the stochastic term given by

F~ t !5(
j

d~ t2t j !~61! j , ~6!

corresponding to the absorption of plasma ion or electron
to the emission of an electron at random momentt j . The1
sign corresponds to the positive change in the grain cha
~emission of an electron or absorption of an ion!, and the2
sign corresponds to the absorption of an electron from
plasma. In Eq.~5! the charging process is decomposed int
rapidly varying termF(t) and a slowly varying termbdZ.
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This semiphenomenological treatment is valid becaus
great difference in time scales. Note that Eq.~5! is equivalent
to the Langevin equation of motion of a free Brownian pa
ticle in one dimension if we treatdZ as a particle velocity
andF(t) as a random force arising from the atom or molec
lar bombardment~Brownian force!. The similarity of these
two processes is obvious. The stochastic termF(t) satisfies

^F~ t !&50, ^F~ t !F~ t8!&5
1

t0
d~ t2t8!. ~7!

Here 1/t0 characterizes the frequency of plasma partic
~electrons and ions! absorption and emission (1/t05(I 1

1I 252I 2). The solution of Eq.~5! can be written in the
form

dZ~ t !5dZ~0!exp~2bt !1exp~2bt !E
0

t

F~u!exp~bu!du.

~8!

Here dZ(0) is the initial deviation of a grain charge from
equilibrium. Assuming thatdZ(0)50, so that initially the
charge is unperturbed, using Eq.~7! we found the tempora
autocorrelation function of grain charge fluctuations:

^dZ~ t !dZ~ t8!&5
1

2t0b
exp~2but2t8u!. ~9!

Equation~9! is the main result of this section. One can s
from Eq.~9! that the correlation time of random charge flu
tuations is 1/b. The rms level~amplitude! of fluctuations can
easily be found by substitutingt5t8 in Eq. ~9!, giving

DZ[A^dZ2&5~2t0b!21/2. ~10!

Note that Eq.~9! is obtained with no specific reference to th
analytical form of the charging currents, and is applicable
any charging process provided that the negative charges
carried by electrons and all positive ions are singly charg
The only restriction of the model described is that fluctu
tions are small compared to the equilibrium charge.

III. RESULTS

In this section some results are obtained using the mo
outlined in Sec. II. To do this, the simplest models of partic
charging are considered, including particle charging by th
mionic and photoelectric emission. It is shown that for
charging mechanisms the amplitude of fluctuations can
represented in the formDZ5aA^uZu&. Thus the scaling is
the same as in counting statistics where the uncertainty
chargeZ is Z1/2. However, the coefficienta as well as char-
acteristic fluctuation frequencyb can be predicted using ou
model if charging currents are specified.

A. Charging by collection of ions and electrons from plasma

We consider a spherical particle of radiusa, immersed in
a steady-state uniform plasma with a shielding lengthl. The
emission processes are not included, and the particl
charged only by collecting electrons and ions from t
plasma. Under the conditiona!l!lmfp, where lmfp is a
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mean free path for electron-neutral or ion-neutral collisio
we can use the ‘‘orbital-motion-limited’’~OML! theory @8#
to describe the currents collected by the grain. This sim
theory is based on the conservation of angular momen
and the conservation of energy for collected electrons
ions, and the absence of an absorption radius~replacing the
particle radius! for ions. The latter condition does not ho
only in a relatively dense plasma@8#. In this paper we will
not consider this situation. Assuming Maxwellian distrib
tions both for electrons and ions and the vacuum capacita
of a dust particle in a plasma, for electron and ion curre
we have

I 25I e5pa2neS 8Te

pme
D 1/2

expS Ze2

aTe
D , ~11!

I 15I i5pa2ni S 8Ti

pmi
D 1/2S 12

Ze2

aTi
D , ~12!

where ne( i ) , me( i ) , and Te( i ) are the electron~ion! con-
centration, mass, and temperature, respectively,e is the
electron charge, andZ is assumed to be negative. If th
dust particle concentration is sufficiently low so thatne'ni
for the equilibrium charge we can write@5# ^Z&
52g(Ti /Te ,mi /me)(aTe /e2), whereg.0 is a coefficient
~of the order of unity! depending on plasma parameters. T
coefficient can be determined numerically@5#. Using Eqs.
~11! and ~12!, one can find

b52
]I

]ZU
z5^z&

5pa2neS 8Te

pme
D 1/2 e2

aTe

3 F S me

mi

Te

Ti
D 1/2

1exp~2g!G ~13!

and

DZ5F 11gu

g~11u1gu!G
1/2

A^uZu&5aA^uZu&, ~14!

whereu5Te /Ti . The same expression for the amplitude
fluctuations~for a! was obtained in Refs.@6,7#. In Ref. @5# it
was found through computer simulations that this coeffici
is 0.5 for a wide range of plasma and grain parameters
Table I the values ofa are listed as determined from Eq.~14!
for plasma parameters used in simulations@5#. In addition,
the values of b for 1-mcm-diameter particle,ne55
3108 cm23 and Te54 eV, are listed. It can be seen fro
Table I thata depends only weakly on plasma paramete

TABLE I. The values ofg, a, and b ~see text! for different
plasma conditions (Mi andTi /Te)

Mi ~amu! Ti /Te g a b ~s21!

1 0.05 1.698 0.61 1.13105

1 1 2.501 0.56 4.03104

40 0.05 2.989 0.50 2.53104

40 1 3.952 0.46 8.73103
,
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and all the values ofa are close to 0.5. At the same time, th
characteristic fluctuation frequencyb is strongly affected by
change in plasma parameters.

B. Charging by thermionic emission

Thermionic emission plays an important role in a therm
dusty plasma, used recently to study the formation of orde
structures of dust particles@9#. We consider the simplest sys
tem, consisting of positively charged dust particles and em
ted electrons~there are no ions in this system!. Charge neu-
trality requires that

ne5^Z&np . ~15!

In the case of a thermal dusty plasma, which is character
by the equivalence of electron, gas, and particle temp
tures, electron flow from the particle surface can be given
@10#

I te
152pa2S meTe

2p\2D 3/2S 8Te

pme
D 1/2S 11

Ze2

aTe
D

3expS 2
We

Te
2

Ze2

aTe
D , ~16!

whereWe is the work function. The expressions for the ele
tron collection current~obtained using OML theory! is

I 25pa2neS 8Te

pme
D 1/2F11

Ze2

aTe
G . ~17!

The equilibrium average charge is maintained by the bala
between electron recombination current and emission
rent. This charge can be written~similarly to the previous
case! in the form ^Z&5g te(aTe /e2), where g te
5g te(We ,np) is a parameter which can be determined n
merically. The value of this parameter as a function ofWe
for different particle concentrations is shown in Fig. 1@the
gas temperature is assumed to beTe50.17 eV~2000 K!#. It

FIG. 1. Dependence ofg te on the work functionWe for a par-
ticle charged by thermionic emission~the solid line corresponds to
np5102, the dashed line tonp5104, the dotted line tonp5106,
and the dash-dotted line tonp553107). The plasma temperature i
assumed to be 2000 K.
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can be seen that the dependence ofg te on We is practically
linear for not very high dust concentrations.

Using Eqs. ~4!, ~16!, and ~17! for the fluctuation fre-
quency we obtain the following expression:

b te5pa2npS 8Te

pme
D 1/2

~11g te!
2. ~18!

For the amplitude of fluctuations we obtain, similarly to E
~14!, DZ5a teA^Z&, where

a te5~11g te!
21/2. ~19!

The dependences ofb te anda te on the work functionWe
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3~we have useda51 mcm to
determineb te , andTe50.17 eV). Note that the characteri
tic fluctuation frequency can be very high compared to
situation when the particle is charged only by ion and el
tron absorption~see Table I!. For a higher work function
We , a te tends to unity asg te!1.

We will use conditions of the experiment in Ref.@9# for
numerical evaluations, e.g., particle radiusa50.4 mcm, np
553107 cm23, Te50.15 eV, andWe52.1 eV. The charge

FIG. 2. Dependence ofb te on the work functionWe for a par-
ticle charged by thermionic emission~the solid line corresponds to
np5102, the dashed line tonp5104, the dotted line tonp5106,
and the dash-dotted line tonp553107). The plasma temperature i
assumed to be 2000 K, and the particle radius isa51 mcm.

FIG. 3. Dependence ofa te on the work functionWe for a par-
ticle charged by thermionic emission~the solid line corresponds to
np5102, the dashed line tonp5104, the dotted line tonp5106,
and the dash-dotted line tonp553107). The plasma temperature i
assumed to be 2000 K.
.

e
-

determined from the current balance@11# is ^Z&5550, in
good agreement with the charge-determined experimen
from plasma quasineutrality condition@9#. So, we haveg te
513.2 ~see also Fig. 1!, b te51.23109 s21, anda te50.28.

C. Charging by UV irradiation

Charging by ultraviolet induced photoemission is a co
mon process for a space plasma, and conditions for form
a Coulomb lattice of such charged dust grains in a labora
have recently been extensively investigated@12,13#. Photo-
emission current from the grain is given by@13#

I pe
1 5pa2YJexpS 2

Ze2

aTpe
D , ~20!

whereJ is the UV photon flux,Y is the yield of the photo-
electrons, andTpe is their average energy. The electron co
lection current is given by Eq.~17!. Taking into account the
quasineutrality condition~15!, from the current balance we
obtain gpe5gpe(np ,a,YJ,Te ,Tpe). For fluctuation charac-
teristics we have, finally

bpe5pa2npS 8Te

pme
D 1/2F112gpe1

Te

Tpe
gpe~11gpe!G

~21!

and

ape5F 11gpe

112gpe1~Te /Tpe!gpe~11gpe!
G1/2

. ~22!

If the neutral gas pressure in a system of particles charge
UV irradiation is not too high, electrons recombine on t
grains faster than they can collide with neutrals and lo
energy to heating the gas@12#. If this condition is satisfied
we can assume thatTe'Tpe . In so doing, Eq.~22! is re-
duced toape5@(11gpe)/(113gpe1gpe

2 )#1/2.
For numerical illustration we assume a particle witha

51 mcm and electron temperatureTe'Tpe51 eV. The
equilibrium chargêZ& as a function of parameterYJ ~char-
acterizing the source of UV and dust particle material! is

FIG. 4. Dependence of the equilibrium particle charge^Z& on
parameterYJ for different dust concentrations~the solid line corre-
sponds tonp5102, the dashed line tonp5103, the dotted line to
np5104, and the dash-dotted line tonp5105). The parameters use
area51 mcm andTe'Tpe51 eV.
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shown in Fig. 4 for different values of particle concentr
tions. We see that an increase in the dust density leads
decrease in the particle charge due to an increase in the
tron collection, while the photoemission current rema
constant. Figures 5 and 6 show the dependence of the c
acteristic fluctuation frequency (bpe) and fluctuation ampli-
tude (ape) on parameterYJ. For high values of the dus
density (gpe→0, according to Fig. 4!, ape→1. Dust densi-
ties used in the calculations of this section are smaller tha
Sec. III B, because the optical depth of the system should
small to provide uniform charging.

IV. SUMMARY

Stochastic charge fluctuations may have important con
quences on dust particle dynamics in a plasma. To eval
the magnitude of the effect introduced by these fluctuatio
a knowledge of their characteristics is necessary. In this
per a model is developed which provides the most us
characteristic of random grain charge fluctuations—the te
poral autocorrelation function. The difference between
model presented here and the model developed in Ref.@6# is
that the latter is more convenient to obtain information
static properties of charge fluctuations—their statistical d
tribution. On the other hand, the theory presented here
vides information both on the amplitude and the characte
tic time of fluctuations.

The exponential form of the TAF,

^dZ~ t !dZ~0!&5^dZ2&expS 2
t

tc
D , ~23!

FIG. 5. Fluctuation frequencybpe as a function ofYJ for dif-
ferent particle concentrations. All parameters and notation fol
Fig. 4.
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is independent of the charging mechanism. The amplit
^dZ2& and characteristic timetc of fluctuations can be found
knowing the specific form of the charging currents and
dusty plasma parameters. The basic assumptions used a
following: fluctuations are small compared to the equilibriu
charge, the negative charges are carried by electrons, an
positive ions~if they exist! are singly charged. In addition
we have considered isolated dust particles, so that ch
fluctuations on different particles are uncorrelated. We s
gest that this assumption is valid when the following con
tion is satisfied:Ze2np

1/3/min$Te,Ti%!1. This means that the
effective length of the interaction between charged dust p
ticles and plasma electrons~ions! is much less than the in
terparticle distance.

Within the above restrictions, the theory presented h
can be used to predict charge fluctuations in any system
which the charging currents are known. The quantitative
sults are presented as an example of charging by a collec
of ions and electrons from the plasma~in the framework of
the OML theory!, by thermionic and photoelectric emissio
It is shown that for all charging mechanisms the amplitude
the fluctuations can be written in the formDZ5aA^uZu&.
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